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Name:

Be a Quiz Whiz!

For each question below, fill in the circle next to the correct answer.

1.	The section “Double Disasters” explains ___.
A why the earthquakes in Mexico were so
powerful
B why the earthquakes in Mexico occurred
C how scientists predict earthquakes
D the strength of Mexico’s recent earthquakes
2. According to the map, which country, other
than Mexico, was closest to the September 7
earthquake’s epicenter?
A the United States
C Honduras
BB
 elize
D Guatemala
3.	Because Mexico is prone to earthquakes,
it ___.
A should expect more earthquakes in the
future
B doesn’t need to worry about earthquakes
C cannot predict whether more earthquakes
will occur
D will have a long time to prepare for the next
earthquake

Monkey See, Monkey Do Page 3
4. Which of the following details is most
important to include in a summary of the
article?
A “Slater spent three days snapping photos of
crested black macaques in Indonesia.”
B “On the third day, he set up a camera on a
tripod.”
C “PETA argued that the monkey that took the
picture was actually its true owner.”
D “Slater says he’s happy to help the monkeys.”
5.	Why does David Slater say he published the
monkey selfie?
A to make himself famous
B to raise awareness about the monkeys
C to get animal rights groups involved
D to sell more copies of Wildlife Personalities
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How to Be a YouTube Star Pages 4-5
6.	Which sentence best reflects Evan’s reaction
when his first video went viral?
A “I just thought maybe my relatives and a
couple of my friends would see it.”
B “Oh boy, was I wrong!”
C “I’m just a normal kid!”
D “Just have fun!”
7.	Evan tries to maintain his popularity by ___.
A not worrying about what his viewers think
B continually brainstorming ideas for new
videos
C working hard instead of having fun
D going weeks without posting to build
excitement
8.	According to the caption next to the photo of
Justin Bieber, he ___.
A did not need YouTube to become famous
B still uploads videos to YouTube every week
C has made ads for Minute Maid
D is an example of a YouTube success story

Halloween History Page 6
9. What was the author’s purpose for writing
“Halloween History”?
A to explain how countries around the world
celebrate Halloween today
B to persuade children to trick-or-treat
C to explain how Halloween traditions started
D to argue that Halloween is the best holiday
10.	According to the article, which is an example of
the pranks children played on their neighbors
long ago?
A telling scary stories
B knocking over mailboxes
C dressing up in costumes
D asking for candy
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